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A. Information about the gas lines for the thermal analysis 

equipment in lab 103 Chemistry building 2 

1. Gas lines 

The gas lines on the wall are all marked with a color code matching the code used for the 

Swagelock quick connectors. Each line is connected to a specific instrument as indicated in 

the figure below. 

 

 

 

2. Gas connectors on the wall 

There are 5 gas connectors available to connect gas to the thermal analysis equipment (Fig. 

next page). The first from the left is synthetic air from the central gas system, the second is 

O2 connected to a gas cylinder in the lab, the third is N2 from the central gas system, the 

fourth is available to connect other gases from a gas cylinder (“Optional gas”) and the fifth is 

Ar from the central gas system. All gases from the central gas system have purity 5.0 

(99.999% purity). Always check with professor Kjell Wiik or the apparatus responsible 

person before you connect an alternative gas to the “Optional gas” outlet. You switch easily 

between the gases with swagelock quick connectors. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE GAS PRESSURE FROM THE WALL OR GAS 

BOTTLE: THE REGULATORS SHOULD BE ADJUSTED SUCH THAT THE PRESSURE 

TO THE LINE NEVER EXCEEDS 0,5BAR!! (Above 0.5 bar the internal valves in the gas 

mixing unit will break down!) 
 

3. Gas supply and gas-mixing “New-TG”. 

Basically  4 different options: 

 

1) If you are only using synthetic air, please use gas line 3, that is the protective gas. 

Normal flow rate is 30ml/min. If humidity and/or CO2 is critical, you should 

“autocycle” according to instructions given below (Option 2). 

 

2) If you want to establish pure N2-, Ar- or O2-atmosphere, you need to ”autocycle” the 

system to be sure that you have the intended internal gas atmosphere. We use gas line 

3 also in this case as protective gas, but in addition to gas line 3 you need to connect 

the refill gas line (marked red) to the same gas as you want to use as flow gas. The 

refill line is by-passed the gas mixing unit and allows a quick refill of the TG-

instrument (Only low flow rates are allowed through the gas mixing unit).  

Autocycling the system: After connecting gas 3 and the refill line to the intended gas, 

close the valve on top of the furnace. Press autocycle – wait for the instrument to 

finish the evacuation and refill cycle – the lamp on Autocycle button will turn green 

when it is finished. Repeat the autocycling 3-5 times. After finishing the last 

autocycle, start the gas flow and remember to immediately open up (!) the outlet valve 

on top of the furnace. 

 

3) If you want to mix gases or change gas atmosphere during the analysis, you can use 

gas line 1 and 2 in addition to the protective gas 3. Use protective line 3 as the main 

gas, and then connect gas 2 and/or gas 1 to the extra gas you want to mix with or 

change to during the analysis. Remember to define which gases are connected to 

which gas line on the mass flow controller in the software. If you are using argon, 

nitrogen or oxygen as protective gas, and need to autocycle the system, please 

remember that you have to connect the refill gas line for autocycling to the same gas 

as the one you connect as protective gas. See the procedure for autocycling under 

option 2. 

 

4) If accurate gas compositions are of importance, such as well-defined partial pressures 

of oxygen, consult procedure outlined in: “B. Gas mixing and defined partial 

pressures of oxygen”. 


